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Choice modeling is the 
“science of demand” and is 

used prior to product design, 
product launch or a product 
redesign. Its roots are in the 

social sciences and has 
actually been around since the 
1960ʻs but many businesses 
are just now learning about it 

and its effectiveness in taking a 
product to market. 
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HISTORY
• Originally a psychological theory developed in the 1920’s on how people choose 

between a number of defined food choices

• Economists picked up the theory to predict demand for products and services

• First “business” application was San Francisco’s Bay Area Rapid Transit system 
(BART)

• Although initial funding for BART was granted in 1959, ridership did not commence until 1972

• With the rise of an extensive freeway system in the Bay Area,  an NSF funded study was launched to 
understand what would be the demand for the service over other transportation methods, in other words 
would it be of value to continue to maintain and grow the system?

• Forecasts:  

• Official Prediction: 15% of commuters would use BART

• Choice Model: BART would garner 6.3% of the Bay Area commuter travel

• Actual usage:  6.2% -- an incredibly accurate prediction
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TODAY

Choice Models are in use by businesses to not only predict 
demand for their products and services but to figure out how 
to drive demand for their products and services
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BENEFITS OF CHOICE MODELING

• Able to precisely define new products and features to tap into new or existing markets

• Ability to optimize your marketing strategy by uncovering what your prospects 
and customers actually value versus what you think or they say they value

• Aligning your product features and pricing with market expectations

• Understanding how to leverage a customer purchase decision process to bias a 
buyer toward your product or service

• Increasing the ROI of your marketing programs by having precisely aligned 
positioning marketing, pricing and feature sets

• Ability to define bundles of features and benefits that maximize profitability

• Predictions on market share and source of volume for new brands or products
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HOW IS IT DONE?

1. Survey potential buyers to find out what attributes of the product they 
care about

2. Identify key attribute preferences

3. Run “what if ” scenarios by systematically making alterations to a proposed 
product and asking respondents to choose which product they would buy 
based on those alterations

•This method predicts actual behavior NOT stated behavior

4. If the data is available changes in your market share can be predicted as 
well. 
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TOOLS OF THE TRADE:  THE CHOICE CARD

Current and prospective customers are given a choice card in 
which attributes of the product are presented against the 
attributes of a competitive product or hypothetical changes to a 
single brand’s product and the customer selects which product 
they would buy.
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Improve realism 
of survey choice 
tasks.

Reduce interview 
length.

Increase quality of 
survey responses.



SAMPLE APPLICATIONS OF 
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EXAMPLE 1: 
HOW IMPORTANT IS  PRICE RELATIVE TO OTHER 

FEATURES?
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original level. What’s most regrettable is that
price often isn’t the driver that instinct or
history or a manager’s whim might say it is.

We find that when asked directly, cus-
tomers regularly overstate the importance of
price. But when they are asked, using a series
of choice matrices, to trade off product and
service features against price, their ranking
of price drops steeply. For instance, in a
recent survey of 1,200 customers in China,
57% named price as one of the top three cri-
teria in choosing a home-technology product.
However, after the Chinese customers partic-
ipated in an SCA exercise, price was the least
important attribute compared to the vendor’s
brand and the product’s technical character-
istics (Exhibit 1).

Working with a major high-technology
product manufacturer, we applied SCA tech-
niques to gauge customers’ reactions to var-
ious pricing and product moves. The research
proved that far from pushing lower prices
from the high-tech supplier, customers would
not balk if prices were raised. Our analysis
revealed that the company could charge more
and even gain market share if it focused pri-
marily on the product features that the cus-
tomers valued. We identified several
defensive and offensive moves to retain and
gain market share. The firm refocused its
market strategy to stress the solutions and

the value of the product to the customer's
business rather than all the technical features
that had been the core of the previous strategy.

The outcome: This high-tech supplier saw
annual revenue growth shoot up into double
digits––a performance level that had not been
seen for many quarters. And the revenue
growth came predominantly at the expense of
competitors.

2. Product portfolios: ensuring profits 
without cannibalization
Brand managers within the same marketing
group often compete not only for the same
resources, but also for the same set of cus-
tomers. But this “may the best brand win”
approach can lead to internal price wars that
undercut the pricing strength of the product
portfolio as a whole.

A leading food manufacturer faced that
challenge. Each of its six brands came in sev-
eral flavors; the company was offering more
than 15 choices on the supermarket shelf.
Discrete choice modeling helped the food
maker gauge the price elasticity of each brand
and sub-brand, comparing the company’s
products with each other and with competi-
tors’ offerings. The approach included market
share simulations that showed that if a brand
overlapped with other brands in the portfolio,
a price change didn’t hurt the cumulative

Exhibit 1 Price matters less than you think

Customer stated selection criteria SCA-derived customer implicit selection criteria

% of respondents who ranked each
criterion among their top 3

Price

Product feature 1

Brand

Product feature 2

Product feature 3

Incremental market share impact of a
significant change in each criterion

57% 9%

36%

55%

34%

15%

42%

41%

25%

10%

60% 50 40 30 20 10 0 0 10 20 30 40 50 60%

Source: Oliver Wyman study with customers in China 

This choice model was deployed to uncover demand drivers for a home tech product. 
When consumers were asked directly to rank important product features, they regularly 
overstate the importance of price.  But when they are asked via a choice model, in which 
they have to trade off price with other product features, the ranking of price drops 
substantially.  For instance, in a survey of 1,200 consumers in China, 57% named price 
as one of the top three reasons to choose this product but when taken through a choice 
exercise, price was the least important attribute.

Consumers asked directly Asked via Choice Model
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EXAMPLE 2: 
DEVELOPING A NEW PRODUCT FOR A NEW 

MARKET
Problem:

A technology services company wanted to adapt existing products 
and services to attack new markets but were not sure which 
service attributes would be most attractive nor did they 
understand what their initial market entry point should be.

Results: 

• An attitudinal segmentation and choice model were 
conducted which revealed 5 unique attitudinal segments and 
identification of key attributes that the existing product had 
which required alteration in order to address this new market

• The attitudinal segmentation pointed to 2 key segments that 
they should leverage as initial market entry points

• The organization developed a go-to-market strategy based on 
these key attribute preferences 

Business Benefit: 

• The organization saw a 35% increase in revenues over what 
they had predicted before running the choice model and 
segmentation

Source: AbleBrains case study
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EXAMPLE 3: 
CAN AN ORGANIZATION RAISE PRICES AND 

STILL GAIN MARKET SHARE?
Problem:

A High Tech company wanted to raise their prices but they 
were concerned that doing so would erode their business.

Results: 

• Choice Modeling revealed that customers would pay 
more and the company would even gain market share if 
the firm changed its market strategy to stress the 
business value of its solutions rather than the technical 
superiority of its products 

• The organization refocused their market positioning on 
the value of the technology to customers’ business and 
stopped stressing their product’s technical merits

Business Benefit: 

• Annual revenue growth moved into double digits 
primarily by taking business away from their 
competitors.  

• A performance level that they had not achieved in years

Source: Oliver Wyman
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EXAMPLE 4: 
GETTING YOUR OFFER RIGHT FROM THE 

START
Problem: 

A Telecom provider wanted to add new products and services and 
decided as part of their marketing strategy that they could command 
premium prices. Before they went to market they decided to test 
their assumptions.

Results:

•Choice modeling revealed that customers didn’t ascribe much 
value to those new services and if deployed by the firm, the 
company would actually lose market share because customers 
were unwilling to pay for them and they would switch providers.

•The company halted its initial go-to-market strategy; it would 
have lost a huge sales and marketing investment that would not 
have paid off and a bungled go-to-market strategy would have 
meant a long term fallout for the brand

•Analysis revealed that offering these services at low or no cost 
would actually drive market share

Business Benefit:

•The telecom offered these services for free and when they had 
garnered sufficient share they started to charge for these services
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EXAMPLE 5:
 STOPPING CUSTOMER ATTRITION

Problem:

While many companies establish say they are customer-centric 
they often don’t understand the root causes for why customers 
leave the brand fold. This client wanted to understand the 
drivers that push customers away from their brand and figure 
out how to stem the tide of increasing customer attrition.

Results:

•Developed a segmentation and choice model of 
customers that had stopped using the brand within the 
past cycle, leading to six clearly distinct attrition segments 
and attributes that drove them from the brand

•The client then developed a customer retention program 
to address most segments.

•It changed the firm’s focus on price as a dissatisfaction 
driver to focus on core attrition drivers: preferences for 
competitors and life changes

Business Benefit:

•The work helped business grow from $216 million to 
$570 million in under five years, maintaining a 79% market 
share and high year to year retention.

Source: Decision Analyst
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EXAMPLE 6:
 OPTIMIZING YOUR PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

Problem:

Too much product growth can lead to cannibalization of more 
profitable products by less profitable ones while forcing 
companies and its customers to struggle under the weight of 
a complex product porfolio

One of the worlds largest high tech manufacturers offered 
too many competing products and did not have an adequate 
understanding of its product migration patterns or gaps in its 
product portfolio.

Goal was to optimize product assortment with respect to 
profit, volume and share

Results:

• A choice model was fielded to optimize the product line 
and it focused on product assortment and availability

• The choice  model was fielded in the US and EU and 
identified product migration patterns

Business Benefit:

• Based upon those product migration patterns, optimal 
production and assortment plans were developed

• Projected improvements were $353.5 million, an 
improvement of approximately 20% in annual revenues

Source: Decision Analyst
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EXAMPLE 7:
 FITTING MARKET SEGMENTATION 

TOGETHER WITH AN OPTIMIZED OFFER

A client, a high tech company, performed an attitudinal segmentation and choice 
model.  When they did this they gained a keen understanding of the price elasticity of 
their segments. For example, in segment number 1, there was room to actually 
increase prices and gain market share. In segment 2, price was optimized and any 
increase in share would have to come from some change in product attributes, and in 
segment 3 share couldn't be maintained even if prices were dropped.  The client 
changed both their offer and pricing strategy and saw stronger profitability as a result. 
Many markets are indeed a number of mini-markets and must be treated as such.

7

applying discrete choice modeling techniques,
quickly uncovered three distinct segments with
quite different price elasticities. It turned out
that the price was already optimal for one
customer segment; in another, there was
room to increase margins by raising the
price; in the third, it made more sense to cut
prices (Exhibit 3).

The high-tech supplier implemented seg-
ment-specific price changes, and the changes
were soon reflected in stronger revenues and
profitability for that product. The lesson? One
market may in fact be several mini-markets,
each deserving its own pricing approach. That
nuance may not be obvious without a fact-based
analysis generated by econometric methods.

5. Package pricing: making the most of add-ons
Many consumer products are sold as stand-
alones, but many more are sold with add-ons
such as a warranty, delivery charges, installa-
tion charges, off-site or on-site maintenance
fees, and so on. Most B2B products are bundled
with add-ons, and the package options greatly
increase the complexity of the pricing deci-
sions; a customer might choose the three-year
warranty, for example, but pick ground ship-
ping instead of express delivery. As a conse-

quence, marketers often default to creating
package prices based on current industry prac-
tices, an approach that often leads to lower
prices than customers will pay (Exhibit 4).

A good case in point is a telecommunica-
tions company that was seeking market share
growth and leadership in a B2B applications
market. Using choice modeling to gather and
interpret insights into end-user requirements,
perceptions, and demand drivers such as price
sensitivity, we helped the firm better under-
stand its customers’ views on warranties. As a
result, instead of giving away its warranty free
as it had planned, the company was able to
increase revenue by appropriately pricing its
warranties. Specifically, the telecom provider
could gain another two points of market share
on its 12% base share despite charging as
much as 15% of the equipment price for a five-
year parts and labor warranty (Exhibit 5).

The Power of Brand in Pricing
Marketers know that stronger brands are less
price-elastic than weaker brands (remember
our Apple iPod example), yet many still tend to
react to a competitor’s pricing moves, forgetting
the weight of the equity in their own brand. So
any complete modeling initiative should com-

Exhibit 3 Price elasticity: variation by segment

There is substantial opportunity to gain revenue in Segment 1 by raising prices and in Segment 3 by lowering prices, 
but limited opportunity to gain revenue in Segment 2 by changing prices only.
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SUMMARY

• Creating an optimized product is about providing the value that customers 
seek.  Many organizations try to deliver that “value” thru process and 
marketing offers –– discounting, competitive analyses, traditional go-to-
market strategies –– rather than optimizing the product to meet customer 
needs

• Today, the most effective tool to uncover what customers are truly willing 
to pay for and how to optimize your market share vs. your competitors is 
the Choice Model 

• Best-practice companies use the the “science of demand” coupled with an 
intense focus on the customer to drive both revenues and brand affinity


